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Outline
1. Direct process tomography with stabilizer codes 
2. Concatenation for error detection 
3. Applications to channel discrimination  
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+ env ˆsys env+
⇢S(t) = TrE{⇢SE(t)}
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Goal: Retain detection capabilities on P while differentiating 
between A and P 
Solution: Expand Hilbert space by adding ancilla qubits
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Procedure:
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U1 = (1+ iZ1)/
p
2
U2 = (1+ iX2)/
p
2
Switch to new basis with better CRLB
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Maximize: Prob(EN |EN ) + Prob(EA|EA)
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Model #2: Bit-flip Crosstalk 
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4. Develop SPAM error resistant protocol by studying discrimination 
characteristics when state subjected to a growing number of 
channel instances
P MCX(✓) CX(✓) CX(✓)· · ·
N
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